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The Member States of the European Union
2013

this is a comprehensive and rounded thematic study of the eu member states the text provides
detailed coverage of the principal member states and comparative studies of the smaller states
as well as discussing the issue of enlargement and covering empirical themes

Foreign Policies of EU Member States
2017-06-14

foreign policies of eu member states provides a clear and current overview of the motivations
and outcomes of eu member states regarding their foreign policy making within and beyond the
eu it provides an in depth analysis of intra eu policy making and sheds light in an innovative and
understandable way on the lesser known aspects of the inter eu and extra eu foreign policies of
the twenty eight member states first eu member states must cooperate within the mechanisms
of the eu including the common foreign and security policy cfsp second eu member states
continue to construct their own inter eu foreign policies third the sovereign prerogative
exercised by all eu member states is to construct their own foreign policies on everything from
trade and defence with the rest of the world this combination of clarity thematic structure and
empirical case studies make this an ideal textbook for all upper level students of european
foreign policy comparative european politics and european studies from back cover

The European Union and National Industrial Policy
2002-09-11

first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Foreign Policies of European Union Member States
2000

the only comparative analysis of the foreign policies of european union member states examines
those policies which are europeanised through the eu s processes and those policies which are
retained or excluded from these processes analyses the dual impact of the maastricht treaty on
the european union and the post cold war environment on the foreign policy processes of the eu
s member states argues for a distinctive approach to the foreign policy analysis of eu states
which recognises the fundamental changes that membership brings after the cold war but also
acknowledges the diverse role of policies which states seek to retain or advance as being special
all the empirical chapters are structured by six sets of explanatory questions
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The European Union: A Very Short Introduction
2018-01-18

the european union eu stands out as a fascinatingly unique political organisation on the one
hand it has shown the potential for developing deep and wide ranging cooperation between
member states going far beyond that found anywhere else in the world on the other it is
currently in the throes of a phase of profound uncertainty about its viability and future showing
how and why the eu has developed from 1950 to the present day this very short introduction
covers a range of topics including the union s early history the workings of its institutions and
what they do the interplay between eurosceptics and federalists and the role of the union
beyond europe in international affairs and as a peace keeper in this fully updated fourth edition
pinder and usherwood cover the migrant crisis and the uk s decision to leave the union set in
the context of a body that is now involved in most areas of public policy discussing how the eu
continues to draw in new members they conclude by considering the future of the union and the
choices and challenges that may lie ahead about the series the very short introductions series
from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these
pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors
combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable

The European Union
1998

this work offers an up to date analysis of the european union with events surrounding such
issues as the single currency or eu enlargement it includes analysis of the outcome of the igc

Extending European Cooperation
2002

this is the first study to examine the entire life cycle in the middle ages drawing on a wide range
of secondary and primary material the book explores the timing and experiences of infancy
childhood adolescence and youth adulthood old age and finally death it discusses attitudes
towards ageing rites of passage age stereotypes in operation and the means by which age was
used as a form of social control compelling individuals to work govern marry and pay taxes the
wide scope of the study allows contrasts and comparisons to be made across gender social
status and geographical location it considers whether men and women experienced the ageing
process in the same way and examines the differences that can be discerned between northern
and southern europe the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries suffered famine warfare plague and
population collapse this fascinating consideration of the life cycle adds a new dimension to the
debate over continuity and change in a period of social and demographic upheaval
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The New Member States and the European Union
2014-09-12

this book examines the impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the 12 new member
states that joined the eu in 2004 and 2007 among scholars of european politics there is a
general consensus that membership in the european union changes the countries that join yet
considerable debate remains over what exactly changes to what extent how or why these
changes happen and why some countries policies and institutions change more than others
expert contributors examine the impact of eu integration and membership with chapters on the
12 new eu entrants since 2004 poland czech republic hungary slovakia slovenia estonia latvia
lithuania cyprus malta bulgaria and romania utilizing a common analytical framework each of
the country case studies examines the impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the
new member states in three key areas foreign policy making institutions and procedures
interests and preferences and strategies and actions the new member states and the european
union will be of interest to students and scholars of european studies and european union
politics

European Union Enlargement
2011-12-31

european union enlargement offers an intense and detailed analysis of the almost ten year
process of preparing and negotiating the accession of eastern southeastern and central
european countries as well as mediterranean countries to the european union in the end ten
joined in 2004 with two more to follow in 2007 european union enlargement was written by two
diplomats who were directly involved in that process sajdik and schwarzinger relate their first
hand experience of proceedings that occurred behind closed doors they detail how the vision of
adding some countries gradually developed into the concrete policy intended to enlarge the
european union a special chapter explains the accession process as well as the union s strategy
that prepared the candidate countries in legal and economic terms for membership the authors
describe in detail the complex negotiations that occurred from 1998 to 2002 these include
activities of eu member states as well as the european commission with respect to the
candidate countries they further offer a brief analysis of future possibilities of eu accession by
balkan nations and turkey a number of topical chapters deal with particular key issues involved
in the process free movement of workers agriculture financing of the enlargement transport and
nuclear safety other chapters deal with the enclave of kaliningrad as well as the stability and
association pact for south east europe in addition to providing key information about the process
this volume is also a case study of european policies and diplomatic practice the enlargement
negotiations from 1998 to 2002 were the most complex ones the european union had ever
conducted in consequence this work gives insight into the working methods of both the
institutions in brussels and of the representatives of the member states that made them a
success it will be of interest to those concerned with european politics international
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organizations and area studies

A Geography of the European Union
2013-11-19

can the european union continue to grow and also converge is uniformity within the union
desirable the european union has grown into a supranational entity formed from a mosaic of
diverse regions its enlargement to encompass a number of central european countries seems
only a matter of time with the eu s political and economic importance growing globally the union
s influence is increasingly being felt within its member states a new geography is emerging with
pressures to reduce regional disparities by a process of convergence a geography of the
european union provides a comprehensive introduction to the european union its identity
problems and prospects focusing on the key issues of integration and enlargement the authors
examine the major economic social environmental and political aspects of the eu both in terms
of its individual regions and as a system of interdependent states that form the single eu entity
assessment of controversial issues is frank problems of unemployment social stress ageing and
the place of women are covered objectively prompting readers to form their own interpretations
this completely revised and expanded 2nd edition includes a wealth of new illustrations data and
analysis setting the eu within a broader european and global context this book provides a
comprehensive introduction to the changing geography of the european union and its place in a
rapidly changing world

An Introduction to the Council of the European Union
2000

the council of the european union is a key institution in the law making process that is binding
on all eu member states and their citizens it is also the vehicle for the successful achievement of
cooperation among its members in the way it exercises its powers follows procedures and
practices the council has no equivalent in any other governmental structure anywhere in the
world this publication explains the structure history power responsibilities and business of the
council of ministers the nature of the council s dealings with other eu bodies such as the
commission is also explored

The European Union and Member States
1996

this work provides a country by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied its
central focus is the involvement in european policy making of national institutions governments
parliaments sub national government the courts and public administration
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The European Union
2005-03-21

this book provides a general introduction to the european union eu as an ever closer union of
states and peoples it describes how from its origin in 1958 as an economic community of six
states the eu has grown into a political entity of 25 states with a population of more than 450
million it also explains the constitution making process that is currently taking place with a draft
constitution now being submitted for ratification by the 25 member states the book shows how
the distinctive features of a democratic polity that characterize the separate eu member states
are gradually replicated in the european union and how the union is on its way to becoming a
democratic polity of its own kind van gerven writes from a legal perspective with an eye to
political theory and recent american and european history and with a diverse readership from
both sides of the atlantic in mind

The European Union
2019-09-15

the european union eu is a political and economic partnership that represents a unique form of
cooperation among sovereign countries the eu is the latest stage in a process of integration
begun after world war ii initially by six western european countries to foster interdependence
and make another war in europe unthinkable the eu currently consists of 28 member states
including most of the countries of central and eastern europe and has helped to promote peace
stability and economic prosperity throughout the european continent the eu has been built
through a series of binding treaties over the years eu member states have sought to harmonize
laws and adopt common policies on an increasing number of economic social and political issues
eu member states share a customs union a single market in which capital goods services and
people move freely a common trade policy and a common agricultural policy nineteen eu
member states use a common currency the euro and 22 member states participate in the
schengen area of free movement in which internal border controls have been eliminated in
addition the eu has been developing a common foreign and security policy cfsp which includes a
common security and defense policy csdp and pursuing cooperation in the area of justice and
home affairs jha to forge common internal security measures member states work together
through several eu institutions to set policy and to promote their collective interests in recent
years however the eu has faced a number of internal and external crises most notably in a june
2016 public referendum voters in the united kingdom uk backed leaving the eu the pending
british exit from the eu dubbed brexit comes amid multiple other challenges including the rise of
populist and to some extent anti eu political parties concerns about democratic backsliding in
some member states including poland and hungary ongoing pressures related to migration a
heightened terrorism threat and a resurgent russia the united states has supported the
european integration project since its inception in the 1950s as a means to prevent another
catastrophic conflict on the european continent and foster democratic allies and strong trading
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partners today the united states and the eu have a dynamic political partnership and share a
huge trade and investment relationship despite periodic tensions in u s eu relations over the
years u s and eu policymakers alike have viewed the partnership as serving both sides overall
strategic and economic interests eu leaders are anxious about the trump administration s
commitment to the eu project the transatlantic partnership and an open international trading
system especially amid the administration s imposition of tariffs on eu steel and aluminum
products since 2018 and the prospects of future auto tariffs in july 2018 president trump
reportedly called the eu a foe on trade but the administration subsequently sought to de
escalate u s eu tensions and signaled its intention to launch new u s eu trade negotiations
concerns also linger in brussels about the implications of the trump administration s america
first foreign policy and its positions on a range of international issues including russia iran the
israeli palestinian conflict climate change and the role of multilateral institutions this report
serves as a primer on the eu despite the uk s vote to leave the eu the uk remains a full member
of the bloc until it officially exits the eu which is scheduled to occur by october 31 2019 but may
be further delayed as such this report largely addresses the eu and its institutions as they
currently exist it also briefly describes u s eu political and economic relations that may be of
interest

The European Union at the United Nations
2008-06-04

rawing on qualitative and quantitative analysis this book examines the functioning effectiveness
coherence and quality of the cooperation coordination and representation of european union
member states national interests and eu policy aims at the united nations in new york

The European Union at the United Nations
2006-04-13

this is the first book to examine in depth the eu s relationship with the un and to analyze
critically the eu s contribution to effective multilateralism the contributors show that the eu most
often fails to make the un as effective as it should be in addressing global challenges

Trust in the European Union in Challenging Times
2018-06-13

this is the first book in the interdisciplinary european studies collection this volume provides an
interdisciplinary perspective on trust in the eu from the vantage point of political science law
and economics it applies insights from a number of different dimensions political institutions
legal convergence in criminal and civil law social trust digitalization the diffusion of political
values and norms monetary convergence and the legitimacy of political systems to approach the
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highly complex issue of trust in the eu in a clear sighted relevant and insightful manner written
by renowned experts in the field the style is accessible and reader friendly yet concise
knowledgeable and thought provoking the individual chapters combine up to date research
findings with reflections on on going political debates and offer useful concrete ideas on what
steps the eu could take to address the challenge of trust the book provides the reader with
invaluable insights into how trust or rather the lack of trust poses a challenge to the future of
the social economic and political developments in the eu it is a must read for policy makers
students and interested members of the public who feel concerned by the future of europe

The European Union
2011

the book explores the views of elites alongside those of the wider population in the european
union the chapters place the new member states and the potential candidate serbia on the map
of europe in this context for the first time the volume s comparative method goes beyond the
standard old member states versus new member states divide it assesses regional differences
within central europe and evaluates the problem of european and national identity formation
perception of external threats to the eu including russia differences between economic and
political elite views about the integration process and the connection between national
performance and public opinion about europe even though in each country positive views are
dominant about the integration process heterogeneous views prevail behind the image of a
unifying europe the book s major contribution is that it makes the new member states more
visible and provides hard evidence while remaining theoretically driven furthermore it covers the
most important topics that emerge in studies concerning european integration the book is
intended for those interested in european integration in general but central and eastern
european comparativists will find it particularly useful this book was published as a special issue
of europe asia studies

Perceptions of the European Union in New Member
States
2013-10-31

this book provides a country by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied in
the member states

The European Union
1996

this open access book deals with article 7 teu measures court proceedings financial sanctions
and the eu rule of law framework to protect eu values with a particular focus on checks and
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balances in eu member states it analyses substantive standards powers procedures as well as
the consequences and implications of the various instruments it combines the analysis of the
european level be it the eu or the council of europe with that of the national level in particular in
hungary and poland the lm judgment of the european court of justice is made subject to detailed
scrutiny

Fifteen Into One?
2003

starting in the 1980s competitive pressures and the ideology of competitiveness have shaken
and transformed traditional models of development public policy and governance in europe this
edited book carries out a comprehensive interdisciplinary and innovative analysis of the
relationship between competitiveness and solidarity in the contemporary european union it
offers an original contribution to the scholarly debates on the current developments and
challenges of welfare states social and economic policies and forms of governance in the
european union bringing together an international team of cutting edge scholars in the social
sciences and the humanities competitiveness and solidarity in the european union sheds light on
the conceptual richness and policy relevance of these relationships pointing to important
avenues to make the european union more economically successful and socially fairer this book
will be of key interest to scholars and students of european union studies and more broadly of
eu law public policy economics sociology political science geography and contemporary history

Defending Checks and Balances in EU Member States
2021-01-05

this book explores the political and economic issues currently challenging eu member states
affecting both the core eurozone and non core states it analyses and explains how its own
economic and political relationships have been critically influenced by fierce competition from its
rivals in other major global economies as well as by the systemic weaknesses in the economic
and financial model it created the book provides insight into both the underlying and more
immediate economic and social challenges created by its post 2007 enlargement to 28 countries
excluding the balkan remnants of former yugoslavia the nature of the regulatory regime
centralized in brussels and the host of issues and critiques this fosters its open borders policy
and precious guiding principle crystallized in the schengen agreement security weaknesses
exacerbated by increasing volumes of migration and the ongoing debt crises as the greatest
existential challenge to the eu project featuring interviews with high profile key players from
inside and outside europe the book will examine new and underlying stresses political and
economic to guide a greater understanding of the eu plan
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Competitiveness and Solidarity in the European Union
2018-12-07

the book contains 24 contributions from european law scholars and practitioners analysing the
constitutional basis of the european union and the normative orientation of the common foreign
and security policy cfsp as well as the central economic and monetary provisions tfeu after the
reform treaty of lisbon presenting the findings of a european research team which is composed
of authors from eight member states the publication underlines the aspiration of the editors to
thoroughly analyse the constitutional law of the european union currently in force

The European Union and the Eurozone under Stress
2017-07-05

this book brings together the work of researchers in eastern and western europe who analyze
competitiveness social exclusion and sustainability from a range of perspectives it examines the
key challenges faced by the eu in its efforts to establish a socially inclusive and greener path to
growth and develops policy recommendations to simultaneously achieve the eu 2020 agenda s
long term goals and address the current economic crisis in europe

The European Union after Lisbon
2011-10-12

the european union eu is a political and economic partnership that represents a unique form of
cooperation among sovereign countries the eu is the latest stage in a process of integration
begun after world war ii initially by six western european countries to foster interdependence
and make another war in europe unthinkable the eu currently consists of 28 member states
including most of the countries of central and eastern europe and has helped to promote peace
stability and economic prosperity throughout the european continent the eu has been built
through a series of binding treaties over the years eu member states have sought to harmonize
laws and adopt common policies on an increasing number of economic social and political issues
eu member states share a customs union a single market in which capital goods services and
people move freely a common trade policy and a common agricultural policy nineteen eu
member states use a common currency the euro and 22 member states participate in the
schengen area of free movement in which internal border controls have been eliminated in
addition the eu has been developing a common foreign and security policy cfsp which includes a
common security and defense policy csdp and pursuing cooperation in the area of justice and
home affairs jha to forge common internal security measures member states work together
through several eu institutions to set policy and to promote their collective interests in recent
years however the eu has faced a number of significant internal and external crises most
notably in a june 2016 public referendum voters in the united kingdom uk backed leaving the eu
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this unprecedented decision by an eu member state could have substantial political economic
and institutional implications for the eu the looming british exit from the eu dubbed brexit comes
amid multiple other challenges including the rise of populist and to some extent anti eu political
parties ongoing migrant and refugee flows a heightened terrorism threat and a resurgent russia
the united states has supported the european integration project since its inception in the 1950s
as a means to promote peace and prosperity in europe prevent another catastrophic conflict on
the european continent and help to foster democratic allies and strong trading partners today
the united states and the eu have a dynamic political partnership and share a huge trade and
investment relationship some u s officials and members of congress have expressed concern
that the many challenges currently confronting the eu including brexit could have substantial
repercussions for the eu s future and its ability to be a robust and effective u s partner in the
years ahead at the same time some eu leaders are anxious about the trump administration s
commitment to the eu project the transatlantic partnership and free trade uncertainty also
lingers in brussels about the implications of the trump administration s america first foreign
policy and its positions on a range of international issues including russia iran the israeli
palestinian conflict north korea global migration and climate change this report serves as a
primer on the eu despite the uk s vote to leave the eu the uk remains a full member of the bloc
until it completes withdrawal negotiations and officially exits the eu expected to occur in march
2019 as such this report largely addresses the eu and its institutions as they currently exist it
also briefly describes u s eu political and economic relations that may be of interest in the 115th
congress

Competitiveness, Social Inclusion and Sustainability in a
Diverse European Union
2015-07-15

this book presents a series of extremely stimulating analyses of the process of corporate
restructuring in the new member states of the eu particularly noteworthy is the book s focus on
the central and eastern european countries ceecs that have joined the eu since 2004 an area
which has not been prominent in the research on corporate restructuring conducted in western
europe in the last twenty years as with their asian counterparts these states have generally
been perceived as a threat to employment in western europe due to the former s benefiting
from outsourcing away from the latter by moving east the book allows for a different perspective
on the restructuring process by placing it in the context of both europe and the numerous
changes affecting the ceecs the book seeks to understand the impact of european and national
level policies on the concept of restructuring the role of the acquis communautaire and the place
of social and political actors in the process of change in the context of new member states
where multinational firms have developed mobility and establishment strategies within the
context of broader european and global ones the density of this collection its wealth in terms of
substantive teachings and its use of a comparative and multidisciplinary approach that links law
political science sociology and economics make it an essential resource for those wishing to
understand restructuring in the european space after the enlargements of 2004 and 2007 and
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the impact of european policies and the european social model

Enlargement of the European Union
2014

this book explores key elements of european union eu engagement with the belt road initiative
bri drawing on the expertise of leading practitioners and scholars of eu china relations under the
theme of discerning the bri and its nexus with the eu chapters examine the nature of the bri as
china s approach to global governance and consider how bri intersects with the eu as a very
different regional integration project under the theme of bri factors in eu law and policy chapters
examine the bri as a factor in specific domains of eu law and policy including investment finance
the environment and the covid 19 pandemic and consider eu responses under the theme of eu
member state experiences chapters present a series of case studies of individual member states
their engagement with the bri and ongoing policy debates this book will be of interest to
scholars and students of international relations eu external relations chinese public policy and
foreign relations european studies and security studies as well as policymakers dealing with
china in eu and member state institutions

The European Union
2018-03-11

the book assesses the eu performance in the broader un setting after the lisbon treaty
distinguished scholars with expertise in eu un relations use a comprehensive analytical
framework of performance to examine various aspects of the complex eu engagement in un
politics performance goes beyond the achievement of agreed upon objectives and engulfs the
underlying intra organizational agreement reaching processes the contributors examine the
output of the intra eu policy making process and its impact within the un setting they cover
thematic areas of special importance for the eu such as environment human rights disarmament
and peacekeeping operations as well as special un bodies and forums where the eu is
particularly active such as the un general assembly and its main committees the international
labour organisation unesco and the non proliferation review conferences

Restructuring in the New EU Member States
2008

the eu is under stress many believe in the euro s demise because they blame it for the 2008
financial crisis and the unwelcome austerity measures many resent the immigrants from the
new eu member states threatening the survival of the single european market many complain of
a brussels diktat seeking an escape from joint eu decisions several member states want to
unilaterally deal with the enhanced competition from the emerging markets especially china
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undermining the eu s common commercial policy run by a single eu commissioner and many in
the uk want its exit from the eu diluting eu unity and reducing its global influence these
concerns are either misguided or require a stronger eu to deal with them this book aims to
address these issues by considering the nature importance and future of the european union

The European Union and China’s Belt and Road
2021-08-10

examines the ways in which european union policy has influenced and been influenced by each
of the 15 member states considers actions of individual states in particular policy areas as well
as the history politics and institutions that led to their positions discussion ranges from
economic social and environmental issues to security and justice affairs subjects include
nationalism and france s planned economy and british efforts to slow eu integration by stressing
the need for subsidiarity zeff teaches political science at drake university pirro is president of an
international research group annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The EU in UN Politics
2017-07-10

based on the experience of the author an ipe scholar and former trade policy consultant at the
world bank wb the book offers an in depth exploration of the eu wb relations conceptualized as
hybrid delegation coupling cross time analyses of their interaction in the regions of the middle
east and north africa europe and central asia and sub saharan africa with an original
investigation on the coordination among the eu member states at the executive board of the
international bank for reconstruction and development over the voice and participation reform of
2008 2010 the book advances an innovative theoretical framework to assess the eu wb joint
institutional and field policy performances augmented pa models of delegation role theory and
performance analyses are engaged and selectively recombined to investigate the nature
evolution and impact of the interactions of the two organizations both in their everyday and
constituent politics hybrid delegation in motion is reconstructed against the background of post
washington consensus and post lisbon eu to unveil the changing division of labour between the
two largest development multilaterals of the new global context the book will be of interest to
scholars students and practitioners in european politics development international relations
international political economy and global economic governance

The European Union Illuminated
2015-05-05

this fine team of academics moves beyond mere descriptions of capacities structures and
processes to explain the effectiveness of civil protection in the eu with their exploration of trust
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as a key factor they deliver the best book so far on this critical topic arjen boin leiden university
the netherlands grounded in unique and voluminous fieldwork within the eu s nascent
community of civil protection practitioners and mechanisms this timely study shows us that
interpersonal and professional trust rooted in collegiate relationships is pivotal for bridging the
different policy styles embedded in member states administrative cultures and building much
needed cohesive effective and resilient european crisis management capacity a gem for crisis
management and eu scholars alike paul t hart utrecht university and netherlands school of
public administration the netherlands the eu and its member states have committed themselves
to the protection of their citizens and a europe that protects must be able to respond effectively
when disaster strikes utilizing unique survey data and interviews in nineteen eu member states
this book treats civil protection and crisis management as crucial cases for investigating which
factors such as trust public administration culture and public administration structure facilitate
or hinder effective eu cooperation in addition to investigating the main divides and unifying
patterns of cooperation that exist among the eu member states the authors combine knowledge
from crisis management studies together with insights from public and social capital studies to
examine to what extent so called software factors such as culture trust and norms matter for
achieving effective civil protection cooperation and crisis management

The European Union and the Member States
2001-01-01

this edited volume explores the different ways in which members of the european union have
interacted with kosovo since it declared independence in 2008 while there is a tendency to think
of eu states in terms of two distinct groups those that have recognised kosovo and those that
have not the picture is more complex taking into account also the quality and scope of their
engagement with kosovo there are four broad categories of member states that can be
distinguished the strong and weak recognisers and the soft and hard non recognisers in addition
to casting valuable light on the relations between various eu members and kosovo this book also
makes an important contribution to the way in which the concepts of recognition and
engagement and their relationship to each other are understood in academic circles and by
policy makers

The European Union Collective
2002

the increasing importance attached to the economic and social cohesion of the european union
since the 1980s and the role of competition policy in achieving this objective has special
significance for the control of regional aids given the general ban on state aid regional aids are
considered to have the potential to contribute to economic and social cohesion and to
undermine its attainment the notion of competition policy as an instrument of economic and
social cohesion has become a standard part of commission rhetoric in defence of its actions this
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book is concerned with the influence of eu competition policy on the regional policies of the
member states it focuses on how the european commission has interpreted the derogations
from the state aid ban to enable the conduct of regional aid policies the book takes both a
historical perspective tracing the evolution of policy and a thematic one examining in particular
the relationship between eu competition and cohesion policies and the treatment of aid to very
large projects the author clearly demonstrates that in reality the competition policy control of
regional aids is of much longer standing than the community s explicit regional aid policy and in
many respects of arguably greater influence she shows how competition policy has for almost
thirty years shaped the design scope and implementation of national regional aid policies in no
eu country has regional policy been unaffected by commission intervention in the name of
competition policy moreover the policy principles developed for the eu now apply
extraterritorially to members of the european economic area and to the current applicant
countries the study s overall perspective is policy oriented it considers both the impact of
commission intervention in the past and the implications of policy for the future especially in the
context of enlargement and a wider europe it will be an invaluable resource for all policymakers
and practitioners active in the fields of economic development regional policy and state aid law
at european national and subnational levels

The European Union, the World Bank and the
Policymaking of Aid
2019-01-03

this edited collection assesses the level of financial integration in the european union eu and the
differences across the countries and segments of the eu financial system progress in financial
integration is key to the eu s economic growth and competitiveness and although it has
advanced substantially the process is still far from completion this book focuses on the pace of
financial integration in the eu with special emphasis on the new eu member states and
investigates their progress in comparison with old eu countries the book is the first of its kind to
include and evaluate the effects of the global financial crisis on the process of eu financial
integration in particular the book s contributors address the issue of whether a high degree of
financial integration contributed to the intensification of the financial crisis or whether a low
level of integration prevented countries and financial industries from some of the negative
effects of the crisis although most of the chapters apply contemporary econometric tools the
technical part is always reduced to indispensable minimum and the emphasis is given to
economic interpretation of the results the book aims to offer an up to date and insightful
examination of the process of financial integration in the eu today

Civil Protection Cooperation in the European Union
2019-02-20

the establishment of banking union represents a major development in european economic
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governance and european integration history more generally banking union is also significant
because not all european union eu member states have joined which has increased the trend
towards differentiated integration in the eu posing a major challenge to the eu as a whole and to
the opt out countries this book is informed by two main empirical questions why was banking
union presented by proponents as a crucial move to complete economic and monetary union
emu proposed only in 2012 over twenty years after the adoption of the maastricht treaty why
has a certain design for banking union been agreed and some elements of this design prioritized
over others a two step explanation is articulated in this study first it explains why euro area
member state governments moved to consider banking union by building on the concept of the
financial trilemma and examining the implications of the single currency for euro area member
state banking systems second it explains the design of banking union by examining the
preferences of member state governments on the core components of banking union and
developing a comparative political economy analysis focused on the configuration of national
banking systems and varying national concern for the moral hazard facing banks and sovereigns
created by euro level support mechanisms

The Politics of Recognition and Engagement
2019-07-05

Regional State Aid and Competition Policy
2003-01-01

Financial Integration in the European Union
2012-03-15

The Political Economy of European Banking Union
2016-09-15
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